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Laying the Machine Shop Foundation

PUTTING PEP INTO GREENVILLE
THE GREE.XVILLE SHOP.
By C.

~1.

Hilton.

There has been a great increase ill
the number of truck,s tractors, automobiles and fuel burning engines used
by the Spruce Wood Department during the last few years and since the
connections of many of the highways
- and their respective repairs which
have also brought a proportionately
increasing item-this, with possibly
the addition of some building of sleds,
etc., will be the function of the new
and fully equipped machine and repair
shop now being built at Greenville Jct.
There is no doubt but that the initiative and progressiveness of the executives will be justified by better repair
service which is possible by centralized labor, equipment and stores, as
the Greenville shop will do all the repair work now being done at Rockwood, at the Grant Farm, Cyrus Hill ,
etc.
Any one familiar with the topography at Greenville J ct. will notice a

great change there since the first of
June. The shops are being built just
to the west of the B. & A. R. R. station
and occupfr"Wb:at was a ridge on which
at the nofih end wa::; located a residence and was covered with a
mixed growth of timber at the ·south
end. The lot is approximately 380x260,
and in order to bring this size lot to a
level it was necessary to have a cut of
twenty feet in some places with the
corresponding fill.
The contract for the grading was
awarded to M. Hughes of Bangor, who
started work the first of June and had
the lot ready for the building to start
July 18th. During the time of grading,
the hill was a very busy place as there
were twenty teams and approximately
forty men actively engaged in plowing,
slushing and scraping off the top of
the hill.
The contract for the shop building
was awarded to the H. P. Cummings
Construction Co. of Ware, Mass., who
started the construction work the
week of July 18th under the able
supervision of Mr. A. L. Vickerson.

The main building is to be of concrete and brick construction, size
218 by 102, one story in height with a
basement extending _the long wzy, of
the building one half across; Lhe »>:alls
have a clearance of 16 feet at the eaves
and approximately 17 feet at the hip.
Th'e building was designed by C.
Parker Crowell and Walter Lancaster,
architects of Bangor, Me., and is to be
modern in every respect with excellent
heat, lighting and ventilat~ng facilities.
The main floor of the building will
contain the repair shop in the north
end and the office on the west side
near the south end. A storehouse for
spare pa rts and tools is in the south
end as is a lso a paint shop, a welding
room and a toilet room, this latter
being equipped with showers and
lockers.
In all, the building will keep up the
present reputation of the Northern in
that it does everything well- and it
has been the cause of much comment
of regret by people in the community
of Greenville "That the Northern did

~~~~~~~~~~T-h_o_u_g_h_z_'t_t_a_k_e_s_t_w_o~t-o_s_t_a-rt~a~q-u-a-rr-e-~~o-n_e_a-··1-o_n_e~ca~n-m'!""'""a-k_e_z_'t_u_p~~--
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'!''he Greenville Excavation I... 'Joking North

not get started in this locality many
years ago." This insur es co-operation
in the operation of the shop wnen completecl..
Beca use of the location of the building it was necessary to build nearly
2000 feet of side track from the B. &
A. To date this side track is nearly
completed and consists of a switch
back in the rear of the C. P. R. station
and from the switch back, a spur with
a compound curve will go along and
up the hill to the shop. The construction on the railroad work as well as
the engineering work of grading the
shop lot and on the construction of
the shop has been under the supervision of the Division of Forest Engineering.

- ----0•---HERE'S ANOTHER VOICE FROM THE

S. L. & S . J. RAILROAD
In a quaint New England village
Called Seboomook by the Lake,
With other members of the Railroad;
A good supper did partake.

Buckley claims the Brooklyn Interurban Railway holds no terrors for
McVey for he slept peacefully all the
way from New York City to Coney
Island.
Nelson Smith, clerk of the railroad
construction job, spent a few days in
the city of Bangor the last week in
August.
Nelse undoubtedly visited
Pushaw to reclaim that bathing suit
he loaned to a young lady on a previous visit. ·we understand he intends
to use in Seboomook. Oh, you Nelsand she says, "I think they're mean to
call me a vamp."
Thomas Murray has left the railroad
to again take up his studies at the
University of Maine, this being his
Senior year there. Tom has spent the
summer assisting Mr. Wright with the
surveying and as a foreman on the
road.
A. L. Wright has left the clerical
force of the railroad, where he was
during two weeks in August. He relieved George Sanford, clerk at Lane
Brook Dam.
The loons are quite numerous on
Seboomook Deadwater. Jack is busily
engaged supervising the transportation of a large amount of equipment
being brought over for railroad construction.

The boys from the railroad have
spent several very pleasant Saturday
evenings at the Seboomook Hotel
where they enjoyed delicious chicken
dinners, followed by dancing, pool, and
other diversions. The boys appreciate
the courtesy of Mr. Ral ph Keating,
proprietor, in his efforts to make their
weekly visits memorable. Not by any
means forgetting Mrs. Keating whose
gracious presence adds so much to
enliven each occasion. As one of the
guests said to us: "It is such a pleasure to come to a hotel and find refined
cultivated people running it."
'
Bernie Perry, engineer of No. 2,
made a short visit the last week in
August to Bangor and way stations.
Bernie saw the tail end of the Fair.
In his absence Charlie Brightfelt ex-engineer of the Dinkey, was at' the
throttle of No. 2.
Hal Harrington is kept quite busy
these days, we imagine. Hal is keeping time at No. 5, where at times there
a.re a hundred and sixty men encamped.
-----01-----

A PIG PU ZZLE
A. L. T . Cummings , Univ e rsit y of Maine.

Other members there were many,
And their traits were many too;
If you'll read a little longer,
I will tell you of a few.
Miss Florence and Master Olive
S-<X'Wyer,-ehildren of 1\II1'-. Stillrnan ...-8aw- _ __
yer, General Manager of the Coburn
Steamboat of Greenville, after visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Mersereau and children at Camp Rest-a-While at the
Railroad Terminal, returned to their
home the latter part of August.
Mrs. Frank L. Holmes and son ,
Franklin J., are visiting Mr. Holmes,
who is assistant to Mr. Mullen. They
are at present living in their private
car at Nolan Siding 4 miles from the
Terminal.
C. J. Buckley from the Railroad and
John H . McVey from the Bangor
Office have recently returned from a
two weeks' vacation trip, in which they
visited Boston and Buffalo, Niagara
Falls, New York City and Bridgeport.
They made the trip by b@at to Boston
and by rail to Buffalo and return to
Albany, then taking in the Hudson
River Day line sail to New York City.

I git t'ree leetle pig,
Dey's black lak' de coal,
All so shiny an' fat,
I scarcely can tole
W'edder wan is nam' Pat,
Or 'Poleon, or Nig.
For elem t'ree leetle pig
I mak' ev'ry day
Wan beeg pail o' nice slopMix ' grain, milk an' wheyAn ' dey eat ev'ry drop,
Don't leave wan small swig
Den put in dem t'ree pig,
Dey don 't fill dat pail!
Five, seex tam I was tryHead, body an' tailWill you please tole me w'y
Dat pail was too beeg?
Ef you kip leetle pig
You know dis was true.
W'at's become all dat slop?
Dere's puzzle for you!
'Spose dey ever will stop
Mak' hog of derese 'f?

Looking South

~~~~~~-~ ~~~~~~~~-T-h-~es_e_c-re_t_o_f_s_u_c_c_e_s_s_i_s_n_e_v_e_r_g_i_ve-n~a-w_a_y,~~~~~~~~-
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SCISSORED

AND PASTED

The precocious infant had just returned from his first day at school,
r egistering intense ennui. The anxious family gathered around.
"Donald," asked his mother, "what
did you learn today?"
"Nothing."
"What, nothing at all?"
"Nope; there was a woman there
who wanted to know how to spell cat,
so I told her. That's all."

"I suppose, " remarked a tourist in
the south to a native onlooker, "that
even in these isolated parts the bare
necessities of life have risen tremendously in price."
" Y'er right, stranger," replied the
native, gloomily, "an' it ain't worth
drinkin' when ye git it!"

- - - -01- -- - -

During one of his lecture trips, Mark
Twain arrived at a small town. Before dinner he went to a barber shop
to be shaved.
"You are a stranger?" asked the
barber.
"Yes," Mark Twain replied. "This
is the first time I've been here."
"You chose a good time to come,"
the barber continued. "Mark Twain
is going to read and lecture tonight.
You'll go, I suppose?"
"Oh I guess so."
"Have you bought your ticket?"
" Not yet."
"But everything is sold out. You'll
have to stand."
"How very annoying!" Mark Twain
said with a sigh. "I never saw such
luck! I always have to stand when
that fellow lectures."
-----01-----

IT'S UP TO YOU
If you want to work in the kind of a
shop
Like the kind of shop you'd like,
You needn't slip your clothes in a grip
And start on a long, long hike.
You'll only find what you've left behind,
For there's nothing that's really new.
It's a knock at yourself when you
knock your shop,
It isn't your shop, it's you.
- Exchange.
- -- - - 1 0 - -- - -

r

L i ttl e Effie (who has stroked the
kitten until she has begun to spur);
"Maudie, do you hear that?"
Sister Maudie-"Hear what, Effie!"
Effie-"Why, I do believe Kitty's
boiling! "
-----01-----

P AIN'l'
Paint is supposed to preserve good
work. It is generally used to conceal
bad work, either on wood or on faces.
Paint does not have the same effect
on an old face as on an old house.
-----0----A good speech should be like the
styles in skirts; short enough to hold
a ttention, but long enough to cover the
subject.

3

- - ---01- - - -A bricklayer dropped a brick on the

head of a colored man who was mixing
mortar three floors below. He thought
he had killed the poor colored man.
But the latter looked up at him with
a good-natured and forgiving grin.
"Hey, wat you doin', white man?"
he shouted. "You made me bite mah
tongue."
Pat died a few days ago and Mike,
while seated with the rest of the.
mourners, burst forth into laughter.
When he return ed home, ·his wife s aid:
"What was the idea of laughing at
Pat's funeral?"
Mike- "Well, about two weeks ago
Pat told me he didn't belie.ve in heaven
or hell, and while I looked at him lying
there so peacefully, it just came to me
that he was all dressed up and no
place to go."-Co-operator.
- - - - - 0- - - -

A doctor who had taken up as his
s pecialty the treatment of skin diseases was asked by a friend how he
happened to select that branch of
medicine.
"There were three perfectly good
reasons," replied the physician. "My
patients never get me out of bed at
night; they never die; and they never
get well!"

-----0•-- --If you have friends who are inter-

ested in the work of the Spruce Wood
Department send us their names and
address and we will mail the Northern
to them regularly, without charge.

\Ve have the honor to presen t to you
the · extremely attractive children of
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Wrigbt.
Th e boy is "Billy", a wid e awake
youngster of five years of age and this
fall he enters the first grade in the
Bangor schools. Mary, the daughter,
is, as you will see, very modest about
showing her sunny face and it is our
opinion that later on those big beautiful eyes peeping out from under their
long lashes will cause a flutter in the
heart of many a school boy. Mary is
four years old and is just starting her
second kindergarten year.
-----01-----

It was the week before little Willie's

birthday, and he was on his knees at
his bedside petitioning for presents in
a very loud voice.
"Please send me," he shou ted "a
bicycle, a tool-chest, a-"
'
"What are you praying so loud for?"
his younger brother interrupted. "God
ain't deaf. "
"I know he ain 't," said little Willie,
. winking toward the next room, "but
grandma is."

- -- - 01- - - -

- - - - · 0 - - - -.

Wife- Now dear, here's the doctor
to see you.
Merchant Prince (irascibly) - Send
him away and fetch the undertaker!
You know I never deal with middlemen!

"Have you called on your new
neighbors yet?"
"No, they're hardly our kind, my
dear. They're the sort of people who
n~ver do anything they can't afford. Life.

-----0-----

A teacher was reading to her class,
when she came across the word "unaware." She asked if any one knew
the meaning.
One little girl timidly raised her
hand and gave the following definition:
" Unaware is what you put on first
and take off last."- Buffalo News.
- -- - 01- - - - -

-----01-----

She- A woman has to give up a
great deal after she gets married.
He- A man does nothing else but
give up after he gets married.

"Wh y do you have an apple as your
t rade-mark?" asked a client of the
tailor.
"Well," replied the tailor, "if it
hadn't been for an apple, where would
the clothing business be today?"

"What do you think of a man who
marries for money?"
"He undoubtedly earns every cent he
gets."

-----10-----

" I'm going to be a bigger man than
George Washington ever was," announced the young hopeful looking up
from his book.
"I'm very glad to hear it; but what
makes you think so?" inquired the
proud but puzzled parent.
"Why, this book says he couldn 't tell
a lie; and I can, 'cause I've tried it!"

- - ---0----" City butter is so unsatisfactory
dear," said Mrs. Youngbride, "I decided today that we would make our
own."
"Oh, did you!" said her husband.
"Yes; I bought a churn and ordered
buttermilk to be left here regularly.
Won 't it be nice to have really fresh
butter?"

If you are sure you are going to fail, you probably won't be disappointed

·--
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GOSSIP
A burning question around Pittston
is, who stole Mrs. Jewett's blueberry
pie?
- ----01-----

Sep tem ber first saw Sandy Johnson
and the Caucomgomoc crew starting
for the depot camp. Geo. Sanford is to
clerk the operation.
01-----

Those who motor to Rip. Dam apprec:ate the big improvement made in the
road a short distance this side of the
clam, where that big S has been cut
down by a big cut and fill. The road
crew is now in camp near Charles
Monroe's doing additional work on the
turnpike.
----01----The Duck Pond Road Extension Crew at Lunch

The Frost Pond---Duck Pond
Turnpike
Another stretch of the splendid
highways which the Spruce ·wood Department has aclclecl to the motor road
mileage of Maine was completed last
month from Frost Pond to Duck Pond,
a four mile extension of the splendid
highway which stretches for fifty
miles from Greenville north along the
shores of l\l[ooseheacl Lake to Lily Bay,
thence to Kokacljo- the new name for
Roach River- and still farther inland
to Grant li':vm and to Ripogenus Dam,
across the Dam and on to Frost Pond.
This new piece of highway was first
surveyed by Harold Wright of the Forest Engineering Department in 1915,
and Joe Mullen, who is building the S.
L. & S. J. Ry, cut the right of way
through in 1917. Work was then suspended on account of the war but two
crews of about seventy-five men in
each OJ:ew under Jim Sargent and
handled by Orrin Young and P,fl;t Purcell started pick and shovel again,
May 13th of this year, and finished
_grading August 10th. To facilitate the
- work ten ton caterpillartrac ors wei·e
used to haul trains of four, five and six
clump carts which were quickly loaded
by the Bucyous steam shovel and as
quickly moved to the fill by th\:' tractor. After clumping their loads the
tractor-clump-cart train ambled up
into the woods and around to the loading ground In the meanwhile single
clump carts, horse drawn, had been
loaded and driven to the fill, so that
there was a continuous procession of
loads passing from cut to fill-no time
was wasted.
Several clay bottoms were encountered and it was surprising the number of clump cart loads of gravel and
rocks which would have to be clumped
in before a solid foundation could be
made.
And now the turnpike is completed
and motor cars and trucks roll over it
wi'th the same "good doing" as on the
line between Greenville and Rip. Dam.

A big storehouse has been built at
the Duck Pond terminus as a distributing center for the Soper Brook and
other operations in. that vicinity.
The old camp at Frost Pond has
been torn down.

- - --0----AUE YOU WITH US 1
A magazine of the Northern's kind ,
to be a success, must have the wholehearted support of its readers. Without that support its achievements can
never be more than mediocre in character.
The Northern is your magazine, and
it is up to you to help make each issue
better and more productive of goocl
results than the preceding one.
Your contributions will always be
welcome, and the editors will see to it
that everything worth while which you
send in is published.
The Northern is published on or
about the 15th of every month, and it
is therefore necessary that a ll contributions be turned in by the 10th.
Let's all get together from now on
and send in just as much interesting
material as possible.
By doing this
we will make the Northern a worthwhile magazine.
Let's start RIGHT NOW.

This winter the drivers can make
better time between Kineo and Seboomook as the turnpike cut off which
Win Spencer is building a long the old
right of way from just below Twenty
l\Iile to the Seboomook road will considerably shorten the mileage.

-----0----Wm. Harrington of Pittston Farm,
who is also the mayor of Carmel, has
lately been spending his vacation in
his home town of Carmel and it is
rumored that he went there to get his
political fences in order, a common
practice of dyed in the wool politicians
during the fall season, so their coworkers can have something to talk
about during the long winter evenings
around the stove of the village store.
0-

- --

Ray Mersereau's family, who have
been at the R. R. this summer have
gone clown river after a pleasant
sojourn in the north woods.
0-----

Bob Canders' family and Mrs. Cancler's sister, Miss Fay, have also returned to their city h0tl).es after spending the summer al the Dudley cottage,
Seboomook. Wonder if they finished
a ll their knitting. Young Bobbie will
have to find a new place to spend his
pennies for suckers and life savers.
Sister and her go-cart will also be
much missed.

\

Steam Shovel and Hand Labor

~~~~~~~~~~~~~\V~h-e_n_y_o_u~b-o-rr_o_w~t-ro_u_b_l_e_t_h_e_w_o_r_ld~le_n_d_s~a--ss1·-s-ta_n_c_e~~~~~-
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Part of the Finished Road

HOW 'l'O SA VE JIOXEY
ON YOUR LAUNDRY

You save money when you save
labor. This is true whether you do
your own work or have it done. You
should therefore have expert advice on
the arrangement of your work.
You save money if you save your
clothes from injury- from hardening,
from fading, from shrinking. Be sure
to use the right k ind of soap, the right
kind of lye, the proper washing powder.
You should know how to use a little
soda when you put your clothes to
soak, and a little turpentine when
they are yellow.
The Department of Agriculture has
made an exhaustive study of all these
problems of the laundry. It has prepared a bulletin that is now ready for
free distribution. Send in your name
and address with two cents in stamps
for return postage. Write as follows:
Department of Agriculture.
Washington, D. C.
In enclose herewith two cents in
stamps for return postage on a- free
copy of the Home Laundry Bulletin.
Name ..................... . ........ .
Street . . . . . . . . . ................... .
City .. .. . ....... . ....... . . ........ .. .
State

for territories in Europe.
In Aroostook County is the town of
Amity, meaning friendly or peaceful
relations, and, also, Caribou, for the
animal once so common in Maine, but
now practically extinct within the
limits of the State. Then there is New
Sweden, named for old Sweden, the
settlement whose history is known to
all, as well as New Limerick, named
for Limerick, in Ireland. Then comes
Orient, with its hint of the Far East
and Stockholm, for the city in Sweden.
New Canada is another township in
Maine's most northern county.
In Cumberland County is Naples, to
say nothing of Portland, named for
Portland, England, and Scarboro, another well known English town.
In Franklin County is Carthage
probably named for the city of ancient
days, and then there is Industry, which
is really famed for the lack of it so far
as large manufacturing establishments
are concerned. Another town is Madrid, and one with an odd name is
Strong, and still others are Temple,
Weld, and last, but not least, Jay, a
cognoman that has been worked without let up in the funny columns of the
papers and magazives, ·almost since
the place was established.
In Hancock County are the towns of

5
Cranberry Isle and Deer Isle. and up
in Kennebec County may be found,
for foreign names, Belgrade. China,
Rome, Sydney, and Vienna. while another interesting one is Mount Vernon.
Knox County has Hov~, Friendship
and Union to its credit, while Lincoln
County has Bremen, Bristol, Dresden,
and Newcastle for foreign names.
In Oxford County several sections
of the world are represented, among
them being Canton, Denmark, Mexico,
Norway, Paris, Peru, and Sweden, this
county probably holding the record in
the State for names of foreign nations.
The writers are represented by Byron
and Stowe.
Bangor, in Penobscot County, is
named for the old hymn of that title,
while men famous in history are perpetuated in that territory by the following names:
Argyle, Bradford,
Hudson, Lee, Lincoln, Lowell, Orono,
Prentiss and Webster. Two other interesting ones are Greenbush and
Greenfield. Places named after large
cities and different sections of the
..., world are Burlington, Charleston,
Chester, Corinth, Etna, Levarrt: Newport, Plymouth and Springfiel"d.
Notable figures in history are commemorated in Piscataquis County by
the towns of Abbot, Parkman and
Wellington, while the colors are represented by Brownville and Greenville.
Bath and Richmond are two widely
known out of the State names in Sagadahoc County.
Somerset County has Athens, Cambridge, Canaan, Concord, Detroit,
Embden, Moscow and Lexington to its
credit, while among the odd ones may
be mentioned Harmony, Solon, Dead
River, Flagstaff and The Forks.
Down in Waldo County are Freedom,
Liberty and Unity, certainly a strong
combination anywhere. And in Washington County great names in history
are reppesented by Addison, Alexander, Columbia, Cooper, Marion, Perry,
Talmadge and Wesley.
Old Orchard is one of the unusual
names in York County, while Ireland
is represented by Limerick.
Maine has --522 cities, towns and
plantations, many of which have -Indian names, and these are almost as
interesting as the titles given above.

.- - - -0- - - - -

0DD XAJIES OF MAJNE TOW~S
Very few states in the Union have
cities and towns with more peculiar
and more interesting names than has
Maine. This not only applies to the
incorporated places but to a great
many villages and small settlements
covering every section. Many get
their titles from foreign countries, and
it is an interesting fact that people
may travel all over the world, in
name, and still not leave the boundaries of the Pine Tree State.
In Androscoggin County, for instance, is Lisbon, whose counterpart,
in title only, is the chief city of Portugal. In the same county, also, may be
found Poland and Wales, both named

The 1''ractor-Dump-Cart Train

________l_n_s-te_a_d__o_f_s_y_m_p_a_t_h_iz_i_n_g_w-it_h_a__p_ess_i_m_i-st--te_ll__
h-im
__a__
w_o_r_se__
o_n_e_______

~----------~
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]IOOSEHEAD LAKE
(\Vritten for the Northern)

I.

The Old Camp at Frost Pond

DOWX IN MAINE
It seems to me

The sun shines brighter,
It seems to me

The snow is whiter,
It seems to me

That care grows lighter
Down in Maine.
It seems to me

The water's purer,
It seems to me

The clouds are fewer,
It seems to me
All life is truer
Down in Maine.
It seems to me
Tne sky is clearer,
It seems to me
That friends are dearer,
It seems to me
That Heaven's nearer
Down in Maine.

AXClENT JAPANESE PAPER
MAKING
There is real romance in the history
of paper-making. The Japanese with
creative genus, going back into the
dim and almost obliterated past, were
probably the first actually to manufacture paper from the inner bark of the
muiber'fy.
And aown to the presenT
time the Japanese follow out practically this same method.
Antiquity enriches the story of these
early efforts and that they have still
persisted in Japan, despite the wizardry of more modern m ethods, is a
tribute to that intellectual and resourceful trait which flamed up even
in the dark periods of Oriental history.
This Japanese method of papermaking is really the fundamental basis
of a dozen other processes. In Japan
there is a tree known as the "paper
mulberry." The bark is stripped off,
soaked in water until soft and pulpy,
and the outer, coarse covering removed.
The inner layers are next
separated, then dried in the sun.
Lye is made from wood ashes and
the layers of bark boiled in the solution.
The pulp is then subjected to
several washings, to remove a ll extraneous matter.
Four men assume

squatting positions around a hardwood
board, the bark being beaten by them
into a pulp.
For this purpose, mallets of wood, with long handles, are
employed.
Each man produces about
eighty pounds of pulp in a working
clay.
The fiber is next mixed with water,
thinned down, and poured upon a sieve
made of very fine strips of bamboo. It
is the first step in the actual formation of a sheet of paper. In order to
keep the amount of pulp uniform, a
wooden frame is fitted over this sieve
and held tightly in place. The raised
border is known in America and Europe as the "cleckel," and prevents the
pulp from oozing out.
Following the dipping of the sieve
in the vat of pulp, the Japanese
worker shakes the mould from side to
side, up and clown, in every possible
direction and does it with rare skill.
The water drains off in this process
and the fibers become felted evenly.
The sheet is strengthened as well.
Each sheet is then painstakingly
spread out on a board and clriecl in the
sun .- Paper.
- -- - - 0 1 - -- - -

It's better to give six inches of road
than to receive six feet of cemetery.
- -- - -01- - - --

A t the grave of the departed the old
clarky pastor stood, hat in hand. Looking into the abyss, he delivered himself of the funeral oration:
"Samuel · Johnson," he said sorrowfully , "you is gone. An' we hopes you
is gone where we 'specks you ain't."
-----01-~-~-

S ETTLIN G A BIG QUESTION
The following dialogue recently occurred in one of the mills, where
two colored workmen had not been
getting along as amicably as they
should:
"You jest keep on pesticatin' around
wicl me," declared one of the men, "an'
you is gwine to be able to settle a
mighty big question for de sciumtific
folks!"
"Wh at question 's clat?" asked the
other.
"Kin de cleacl speak! "-Ex.

"Beauty is Nature's brag"- so Milton
sangThen what a boastful jade we see her
here!
Both placid skies and dark electric
clouds
\Ve have, and varied changes in be~
tween.
The hills roll on like tumbling waves
of green
That in the distance turn to purple
swells,
With here and there a craggy top
thrust up
.And here and there a meadow that
invites
The knowing one and gives to him a
home.
In summer days, before the guns of
men
Spread quivering terror through the
circling hills,
At dawn or dusk are seen the living
things
That put a final touch to Nature's art.
The deer so fleet, so graceful, unafraid,
And all the feathered creatures of the
air
That call or sing in fine orchestral
chords.
She gives us placid streams and some
that leap
In fuming froth o'er steep and hindering paths
And harbor trout that spring to meet
the hooks.
II.
Her masterpiece, within its curving
shores,
Lies spread in miles of everchanging
sheen,
Receiving tribute from the hills that
fenced
And guarded it through ages unclisiurbecl
Before men came with patroning
praise.
One's boat may float on faintly tinted
blue
Reflected from a faintly tinted dome;
Another time a brilliant western flare
Flames pink to purple in both lake and
sky;
Or sudden winds whirl by with savage
haste,
Swirling in wrath around obstructing
hills
To stir the Lake to tossing, frothing
waves,
While low dun clouds combat with
lightning flares,
With rumbling thunders or ear shocking claps.
III.
There see the ancient guardian of the
Lake,
Stern Kineo, lies crouching in the
midst
To watch the endless passing of the
stream,
His frown half hiclclen by the clinging
trees.
No stagnant waters here, for on they
go
Through winding rocky chasms to the
sea,
To join, triumphant, world encircling
tides.
K.

s.

--~~~-------------------~
Better a good joke than a bad sermon
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I had written an editorial on the
question of the present condition of
the labor market and the necessity for
every one to practice economy this
winter buying those things which we
actually need but no more, when I
came across the following articles in
a recent issue of Marden's Magazine
"The New Success," and they have so
much food for thought that I decided
to use them in place of what I had
written as they are infinitely better
than anything I might write.
WHEN EVERYTHING GOES DEAD
WRONG.
" What a splendid contest we had
today," said Jones to Brown, as they
walked home from a football game.
Brown who was on the losing side
could see no fun, no interest in it. He
was quite downhearted and disgruntled because his side had lost the
game.
There are a great many people like
Brown.
They can't stand up under
defeat. Victory is the only thing that
makes them pleasant and cheerful, or
even tolerable. But victory is not the
acid test of character. Any one can
be pleasant and cheerful when things
are going his way. It is how one acts
when everything is going against him
that gives the key to a man's character.
The man who loses his property, his
position, or his standing, and loses his
courage, his heart, with it, is a very
ordinary sort of man.
But the man
who stands erect, faces forward, and
looks the whole world in the eye without fl.inching, without a quiver of
nerve, without wavering in his cheerful resolution to fight on, when all his
property has been swept away from
him, when he has lost his standing in
the world, even with those he loved,
when the very foundations of his life
s eem to be crumbling beneath his feet
- this is no common man. There is no
ordinary material here; no false note
in such a make-up. He is every inch a
king.
He is a man among men- a
great man.
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What you can live through and still
smile and figb,t on is the test of the
stuff of which ·you are made.
On the second day of the great battle
of the Marne, up to which time the
French had been stedily driven back,
General Foch sent to his superior
officer. Commander J off re, this message: "My center gives way; my right
recedes. The situation is excellent-I
shall attack." The result of this attack
was the defeat of the German army,
which was turned back from the very
gates of Paris. Now, if you can't see
in your darkest hour of defeat that
"the situation is excellent" for a new
attack, as Foch did at the Marne, you
are not made of the right stuff. There
is a base alloy in your metal.
If, no matter how many times you
have been knocked down, you can get
up and sart again with a smile; if you
can smile at your misfortunes, at your
humiliating mistakes, at your failures,
at your losses ; if you can smile at the
cruel things fate has done to you, you
are greater than fate , for you are your
own fate- you are the captain of
your soul- you are a great man.
----•01-----

" MEAS URE UP 1 "
"Measure up, my boy!

Measure

up!"

This was the advice a father frequently gave his son who was inclined
to weaken when confronted by any
tough problem or unusual situation.
"Measure up, my boy! Measure up!"
There are times when even the strongest need the advice. The words have
a fine , courageous ring, and would
make a good maxim for a business
ma·n. Frame them and put them up
on the wall of your office, or place of
business, where they will constantly
remind you that you must measure up
to the situation that confronts you,
whatever it is.
When you do this-when you answer
the call and bring all your courage
and resourcefulness to your aid, no
matter how difficult your problem, you
are likely to come through all right.
There is no situation that can feeze a
man when he measures up and meets
it like a man.
The trouble with most of us is that
we do not mea sure up in a suprem e
cns1s. When great responsibilities
confront us, when unusual difficulties
oppose us, instead of measuring up we
are apt to measure down; our backbones weaken; we slump miserably.
When we realize that mind has
power over all things, is greater than
all obstacles, and that man is the
master of mind, we find nothing singular in this. Man was made to conquer things, not to be conquered by
them. There is something within you,
bigger than anything else on this
planet. It is bigger than any circumstances, any luck, any accident of fortune, any situation or emergency that
confronts you. And the more you use
this thing within you, the more you
exercise and develop it, the stronger
you become.
If we had no problems to grapple
with, no difficulties to overcome, we
would all be weaklings. Perpetual

fair weather and smooth seas never
make good sailors. It is battling with
the elements, sailing on through storm
and tempest, undauntedly facing hurricanes and rough seas, that develop
in the mariner his sterling qualities.
Great emergencies, tremendous responsibilities, hard times, tight money,
commercial crises, focusing the mind
on the solving of tough problems, adjusting means to ends, calling out all
of one's ingenuity and resourcefulness
to meet unusual conditions-these are
the things that make great business
men.
It is battling with, and overcoming, difficulties that make great
leaders, great men in every walk of
life.
-----•0----T HUU"r THOUGHTS
The successful man puts all of himself into whatever he is doing.
The man whose salary is $10,000 a
year-

Wliat makes him wortll it1
'The qualities that bring him $10,000
a year are within the reach of all.
Here they are:
He puts all of himself into whatever
he is thinking, saying or doing- one
thing at a time.
He does not expect other men to
stand aside and let him pass. He
believes that he is able to push his way
through any tight place- and that
makes him able. He pushes forward,
with robust friendliness; with courtesy given to others, not for their sakes
alone, but for his own.
He is a man who never lies; never
brags; never worries; never tells his
affairs; never expects anything he
does not earn; never cringes for
favors; never snivels over disappointments; never thinks that the next
fellow is not as smart as he is. He
envies nobody. He does not care what
others do.
He does not peek at the world
through a crack in a board fence-but
views it widely from a hill-top. He
who wins $10,000 a year first in his
imagination- intending to be a $10,000
man is twin-brother to becoming one.
He knows that Opportunity eats
with him, works beside him, and at
night sleeps on the door-mat.
He is an economical man-that
makes him trusted. His bank-book is
his referee. Self-interest makes him
keep his money, preparing for the day
when it will help him forward.
He hears employers of high-priced
men say that a man who is not capable
of keeping his money after he earns it,
has something wrong with him. Such
a one is not a high-priced man.
Employers of men regard a bankbook in which there is a steadily
growing bank account as a No. 1 recommendation for everybody- from an
office boy to a general manager.
A bank-book has won many a man
the job he wants- and kept many a
man in his job.
Get yourself a bank-book!
Bank
some money every pay-day!
We want to help you to become
financially successful and for this purpose place our entire service at your
disposal. Any pay master will t·~ll
you how to save and help you do it

~~~~~~~~-1-t-ta_k_e_s_s_a_n_d~to~ca_t_c_h_s_li-.p-p-e-ry~p-eo_p_l_e~~~~~~~~~
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Grant Farm had all the appearances
of a real farming country the first of
the month when "Nick" Murphy, now
superintendent of the "Ten Mile
House" a nd formerly in charge of the
farm for the past six years, started
the thrasher to work in the oat fields .
The grain appeared as a golden sea
and the work of thrashing attracted
the attention of the passing motorists
who drew up alongside the fence to
witness the operation. The Grant
Farm oats ripened quickly and have
added much to the grain pits for use
during the coming logging season.

* * *

"Eas t View" and "South View" are
the two legends emblazoned in gold
letters on a field ol blue on the two
houses at the Pittston Farm.
The
signs, measuring about 18 i;11c"Qes in
length, set on the gables of the: roo.f s
covering the verandas, and derive their
names from the cardinal points of the
compass to which the piazzas face.
The former, on the main house, looks
across the garden plot to the maples
on the point at the " meeting place of
the waters" of the North and South
Branches of the Penobscot, while from
the latter mentioned one gets an uninterrupted view of the several buildings of the farm place and a clump of
birches standing their age-long vigil
over the waters of the West Branch,
beyond the hay fields.

* * *

Frost Pond is increasing in favor as
a camp ground for motorists who
tour from the southern points of the
State and from out of the State to remain for week-ends on the shores of
the pond. The camps which were used
during the construction of the Frost
Pond-Harrington Lake Road have
been razed with the exception of the
garage and storehouse. Parties camping have reported fairly good luck
fishing.

ser five gallon electric pumps. The
tanks at the Pittston Farm and Ten
Mile with a capacity of 3000 gallons
were formerly used for crude oil containers at the Kineo Storehouse. Work
is in progress on the installation of the
huge 18,000 gallon tank at the tractor
depot at "Twenty Mile." This tank is
by far the largest of any in the North
country and more especially than any
in use in the logging operations of the
State.

* * *
Duck Pond now boasts of a storehouse, which ranks with those in use
on the various operations cutting this
year. Arthur Parent with a crew of
seven men constructed the building
which is a two story structure measuring about 80 feet in length and about
24 feet wide with two 10 foot sections
for "wangan" at each end. The hard
pine plates and sills for the building
were secured from the stand of towering pines in the vicinity of the termination of the turnpike road just completed.

* * *

obscured from view. In the opinion of
the members of the old school the
basic cause is the extreme dryness of
the summer due to lack of rains. It
has been ··nip and tuck," in their estimation, during the driving season to
retain what water was secured from
the winter snowfall while awaiting a
rainfall which never came.
f.x .m.

* * *
PERSONALS
Alec Gunn ·s fawn, rescued from the
Cuxabexis fire, has been attracting
much attention at the many fairs
throughout the State during the past
three weeks. Welden Kenny is doing
the "barking" for this side show and
reports big r eceipts.

* * *

George Treadwell recently returned
to the Grant Farm fo llowing a period
of time spent in the Bangor Office
doing special work on the ledgers of
Grant Farm · .Stor ehouse, and it w a s a
glorious welcome that George received
when he arrived.

* * *

Another hill with a long hard pull
to be added to the list of "steep inclines" on the turnpike roads of the
company is the Duck Pond hill which
some think is even a greater climb
than Cyrus Hill five miles below Grant
Farm. Operators of vehicles, it is said,
are generally fooled upon reaching a
level stretch which has all the appearances of the height of land, only
to find that their cars are taxed to an
even greater tug than before to gain
the top of the hill. The road bed is
well constr.u:cted and will soon settle
to a hardness similar to the other
roads.

George Gunn , who has clerked the
Grant Farm operations since the middle of the last operating season , is now
toting on Chesuncook Lake with his
brothers, "Alec" and " Cal," who have
taken over power boat C. C. 0 . No. 21
for their use.

* * *
Mrs. Arthur Simmons and the children motored to Millinocket with Mrs.
Simmons' mother spending the last
holiday week-end with her folks. The
children were down earlier in the
summer and returned the first of
August after an extended vacation
with their grandparents.

* * *

Water in the lakes and streams on
both sides of Moosehead is the lowest
at this time than ever before according
to many old timers. Many streams are
nearly completely dried up while the
lake bodies are at an extreme low
depth. Chesuncook Lake now affords
an. opportunity to see the timber-. crib"work of the old wooden dam used be* * *
fore the construction of the Ripogenus
Preparations are being made to set
the fta.K..JLole _in p lace_ at the "Ten _ Concrete Dam , and the old slope piling
which heretofore ha;s b·een completely
Mile." The pole of spruce secured
from the woodlands adjoining the
house, is more than 45 feet in length
and is awaiting the "brass ball" for its
tip. Carl Hagstrom was told that n~:me
but the United States Navy could furnish this novelty so he poured out his
heart to "Al" Leighton, foreman of the
Kineo machine shop who turned out a
sphere from a block of white birch
about five inches in diameter and
which now is awaiting only the gold
leaf.

* * *
Word was passed a long that Fred
Fairbanks and Freddie Cormier were
not very "good mixers," but they
seemed to be doing a great job mixing
the concrete for the Bowser automatic
pump which they recently installed at
the Grant Farm.
-

- - -0•-

-

-

-

Many a man renounces single
blessedness because he needs the
money.

* * *

Jim Sargent's crew of construction
foremen are busy these snappy days
preparing the foundations and setting
in place the giant gasoline tanks at
the various farm operations.
Lafe
Bridges prepares the concrete foundations and "Dick" Cushing installs the
massive cylinders on to the bases and
equips them with the automatic Bow-

Grant Farm Boarding House

~~~~~~~~-IM~a-n_y_a~f-a_m_i_ly~tr_e_e_p_r_o_d_u_ce-s~a-c_r_o_p_o_f_n_u_t_s~--~--~--~-
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Pittston Cut-Off-Road Nearing Compktion

The Pittston Cut-Off
Another piece of road work that is
going on apace is the Pittston-Canada
Falls road cut off which is fast approaching completion and in readiness
to have the steel bridge thrown across
the Sou th Branch.
There was a tremendous explosion
there Sept. 2d, when Bob Campbell
threw on the plunger which set off the
hundreds of sticks of dynamite which
he had been packing into the deep drill
holes that the steam drill had for
weeks been driving into the big ledge
which is to be the resting place for
one end of the steel bridge.
Tons of rock was loosened, much of
it in pieces half as big as a flour barrel being driven clear across the
stream.
Bob Campbell has also been handling the taking of gravel from the big
pit near the Seboomook-Pittston Y
which is uMd in mixing the concrete
for the dam being builded at Canada
Fall s- but as Kipling says, that is another story which we will tell later.

I wondered, the other clay, it' the
guy who sat at the same table with me
in a well known hotel and told the
waiters to "bring me four ears of corn
and not have one of them stepped on"
thought he was funny.

- -- --0----Wh en Mr. Hill and his moving picture people went upon the Caucomgomoc road to get a picture of a stand
of spruce, Mr. Johnson in cha r ge of
the Seboomook Dam gave one of the
ladies some pond lilies from Seboomook Deaclwater and told them that
they were the first pond lilies ever
found north of Chesuncook Lake.

- -- - -0- - --A r th u r ' Simmons told us that on
Sunday, Sept. 4, there were 162 motor
cars at Ripogenus Dam. Allowing."an
average of five people to each car
there were over eight hundred people
visited this famous dam on that day.
--~~-,o-----

School opens
October 3d.

at

Ripogenus Dam.

- -- - -0 - - - - -

Herbert C. Glass has been clerking
at Ripogenus Da m since Sept. first.

- - - - -0,- - - - -

My claim for efficiency in several
occupations:
I can cook an Al dinner.
Milk cows.
Prune grapevines.
Tap trees.
Make m a ple sugar.
Graft apple, plum and cherry trees.
Have planted, cared for and gathered one acre of corn.
Have run mowing machine.
Drive horses.
Have shingled roof of house.
I can do a ll kinds of housework.
Paint and paper a room.
I have canned 357 quarts of eatables
in one year.
Build a cupboard.
Hang a door.
Set glass.
I can knit anything.
Cut and make men's clothes.
I can cut and make women's ciothes.
Can braid rugs.
Can weave carpets.
Do bead weaving.
I have crocheted five filet bedspreads.
I can care for the sick.
Keep a home tidy and clean.
I can, for amusement, travel on
snowshoes and skiis.
Catch a fish.
Row a boat.
Shoot a deer or rabbit.
I cannot keep my mouth shut, being
a woman.
Census says "No occupation."
Lizzie M. Le Baron, Boston Post.
South Bridgton, Me.
----o---~-

E th el b er t- "Who was that new girl
I saw you with last night?"
Jack-"That wasn't a new girl; that
was my old girl painted over."-The
Rotarian.
- -- - - 0,- - - - -

A BIG JOB
My boy Joel she's got the great job
in Millinocket mill, He's the electrician The., boss wan ts Joel to be the
whole electric light, but Joey ain't
. going to do it; she's too dangerou s.

They a r e doing great work on the
shore of Moosehead at Seboomook
Farm, cleaning up the dri-kie. It has
already made a great improvement in
the appearance there.
Mac is a lso
adding materially to his acreage of
tillage land. Joe Reilly is back there
to cook more of his good food. Everyone was glad to see Joe back againand we kinder think Joe was glad to
get back. Eh, Joe?

- ----0,- ---If you are anywhere near Canada
Falls Dam be sure and call at the
camp and try some of Frank Collins'
doughnuts.
Frank told me how he
makes such toothsome doughnuts
without eggs. Doughnuts are not the
only good things he cooks, believe me.
- - - - -0- - - - -

Prohibition has
grasp at straws.

compelled

us

to
Where the Steel Bridge is to be Set

__S_o_m_e_m_e_n_d_o_n-'t_kn_o_w_h_o_w_t_o_p_l_a_y_t_h_e_ir_c_a_r_d_s_w_h_e_n_th_e_y_g_e_t_a_s_q_u_a_r_e_d_e_a_l_.
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A haze on the far horizon
An infinite tender sky,
The ripe, rich tints of the corn field s,
And the wild geese sailing high;
And all o'er upland and lowland
The charm of the golden rod;
Some of us call it Autumn,
And others call it God.
. - -- - 0- - - - -

BEING HUMAN
A man of prominence said to us not
long since, in speaking of one who occupies a large and important place in
the world of affairs, "Whatever else
he is he is human ." Whether one is
or is not human pretty generally and
fully answers what one is among his
fellows.
And so completely is each
life intertwined with his fellows that
therein is found his reality.
Being
human does not eliminate graduations
in ability, taste or creed. In fact it
readily re~ognizcs these differences.
'· Being human is one short way of naming that fundamen ta! nec'e ssity for
peace. safety and goodwill. The awful
and devastating recent world war was
because there was a mighty inhuman
force that attempted to rule and sway
the world by military maneuver.
Bobbie Burns wrote not many years
ago of the mourning, heartaches and
troubles of the world because of
"Man 's inhumanity to man." We happened to meet a gentleman from
Washington, D. C., a few weeks ago.
He was summering in Maine. We discovered subsequently that he is a
scientist of note. He told us that during the war he held the position of fuel
administrator of Tennessee and he
said that in every case where there
was a human interest displayed between the miners of that State and
the employers there were no labor
troubles, while in other cases there
was trouble in plenty. Needless to say
he evinced much interest in our work .
This is no place for a religious discussion nor do we intend to use expressions of scripture to support any religAUTU:UN
i_ous faith. But the great past out of
wnich the world has emerged has some
This is a world of combinatfons,
rich wisdom even for the twentieth
relations and paradoxes-seeming concentury and some of that may be found
tradictions.
Our rational and intelin scripture. We are at a loss to know
lectual natures may sometimes rightwhere we can find a better, simplified
fully demand explanations of these
and concise utterance directing to beparadoxes. Yet, in the main, it is far
ing human than that used many ages
better to accept the world as it is, read
ago: "What cloth Goel require of thee
its beauty, see its charm and harmonize with ifs situations. Those of us - but to do justly, 1ove mercy and walk
humbly."
who live in temperate climates have a
---- o~--~feast in the fact of the year being
ALL SET, LET'S GO
broken up into four distinct seasonseach with its own characteristics and
After closing a rather successful
displays of the great and beautiful. To
season of baseball, having won 15
us Autumn is the season of all seasons.
games and losing 8, the Bangor Office
She is the queen of the year.
The
is now working on a basketball teani
term Mellow seems to us to best epitowith some pretty good material at
mize Autumn.
The rich growing
hand With thanks to Social Servic 2
fruits have now become mellow with
the Seminary Gym has been obtained
ripeness and are fit and alluring symfor one night each week and this will
bols of the whole autumnal outlay.
give every man in the office a chance
What can compare with the variegated
to limber up and get the kinks out as
mantle of a fo1~e,st: in Fall? Who has
well as a fine cha.nee for the regular
not been touched with the gentle softteam to practice, and a place for home
ness of a sunset in September? Doubly
games to be played.
dead is he who has never communed
The Gym will be open for use on
with Nature's matchless dome of clearMonday night, Sept. 26th, and every
cut blue above, dotted with subdued,
Monday night thereafter through the
fleecy and floating clouds. Let the unwinter. Thanks Social Service. Let's
known poet unlock some of the capgo you basket shooters and show them
tivating secrets of harvest time:
we got the stuff.

The Pictures will be resumed the
first full week in October.
I had
planned to open the middle of September, but have thought best to make the
first of the season a patriotic matter
and thus delay a little in starting. The
following will disclose the plan: We
shall attempt to centralize in two or
three different places- places where it
may seem to be the most convenient to
get together the largest number of our
people and at the same time to cover
the territory, and ha'l~ the best facilities for the prograni'rne. A patriotic
picture will be shown. Ther.e· will be
community singing ·of national and old
songs and this singing will be led by
Mr. J. Francis McNichol of Augusta.
Mr. McNichol is a musical director of
much ability and prominence. All
will want to sing under his leadership
and, I may add, all will have to sing
when this director gets after the audience. Hon. H. E. Dunnack, State Librarian, will give brief addresses at
these meetings. Nobody can afford to
miss hearing this forcible and eloquent speaker. He will say something
worth while and will say it in such
fashion that all wil·I be interested to
listen.
My hope was to have these
meetings the first week of picture
showing but I find in working out the
details that it will be impossi-ble to do
this and so it will come along a week
or two following the opening. Sufficient notice of this will be given in
due time.
M. S. Hill.

In covering a kitchen table with oil
cloth, if a layer of strong brown paper
is put on first , it will prevent the oil
cloth from cracking, causing it to
wear much longer.
0- --

--

Threacls and hairs on a carpet are
hard to sweep up, but if the broom is
brushed lightly round and round, the
threads will be found in a ball and
may be easily picked off the broom.
If a piece of lemon is added to a pan
of cold water and the wilted vegetables
all"owed to stand in the· water an hour
or so, they will be as fresh as when
gathered.
----- 0----~

A raw egg with the shell removed ,
swallowed immediately, will carry a
fi sh bone down that cannot be removed
from the throat by the utmost exertion,
and has gotten out of reach of the
fingers.
Wooden bowls make the best receptacles for washing fine glassware
that requires careful handling. If two
bowls are used the result is more satisfactory.
Use one for washing and
the other for rins-ing.
When coloring an article at home, if
it is anything to be made o.ver, color
two spools of thread or silk at the
same time; it will then be sure to
match in color.
In the kitchen closet hanging up,
keep a pair of scissors to cup up raisins, citron, orange skin, suet, etc. They
are easier to clean , than the chopper
and are very handy for lots of things.

Ever See 'Em?

- - - - - - · . "The House that lack Built" means a full house made by catching a jack on a
one card draw
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- WE'LL SOON BE DOrNG IT THIS WAY.

A bachelor believes women's little fictions are fictions-married men know they

~re

·------
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FUNNYISMS
A mother had been reproving her
small boy for telling stories. She said
he exaggerated things. Johnny looked
out of the window and saw a dog that
had been sheared all but its neck and
head.
"Mamma," he said, "see that
lion."
His mother looked out of the window and saw only a dog. She reprimanded him and sent him upstairs to
pray God to forgive him. Pretty soon
Johnny came downstairs ~p,in. His
mother said, "Johnny, did God fotgiye
you?"
"Yes, said Johnny, "but He said He
didn't blame me much, for the dog had
fooled Him two or three times."
~~~~-<01-~~~-

" To what do you attribute your wonderful cure," asked a man of his
friend who said he had had a very remarkable cure. "I don't exactly know
yet," he said. "There are several patent medicine concerns I have not yet
heard from."
-~~~-o-~~~-

"When I prays to de Lawd," said an
old negro, " Sen' me a chicken,' I
ha'dly ebber gets it; but when I prays,
' Oh, Lawd, sen' me to a chicken,' den
I most always has a chicken foh mah
Sunday dinnah."
~----o~~~~-

·wE HADN'T THOUGHT OF THAT.
We saw a ladies' handbag in a department store the other day which
had a little piece of sandpaper sewed
inside it.
"What's that for?" we asked, our
curiosity getting the better of us.
"The ladies have to have somewhere
to scratch matches," the young lady
clerk replied reprovingly.
~~~~-o~~~-

T he story is told of a New York
sportsman who was spending his annual vacation in the Moosehead country, and had engaged the services of
an old French settled as his guide.
One day while out canoeing on the
lake the sportsman kept asking the
old man a good many questions about
the different objects that attracted his
attention, and among other things he
uuticed a clump of cranteuy bµs\'-l}.i>
on the shore and asked the oJq ;main
what they were, and if they were' ·gobd
to eat.
The old man replied as follows :
"Good to eat, well I should say so.
You take that little cranberry, and
stew him, she make just as good apple
sauce as prunes."

rsome
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Cuxabexis operation has started
with the following contractors under
Superintendent MacNeill; Ed. Enman,
Eugene MacNeill, Tom McLain, M.
Leneten, Oville Heald.
C. U. Kelley is clerk of Cuxabexis
operation and has for his assistant
Joe Marceau.
Murray Coney on his way from
Pemadumcook Lake to Cooper Brook
on September 4th had the pleasure of
meeting . four bears, two of which he
killed with a revolver. While teh pelts
are not good at this time of year there'
is a bounty of $5.00 on each.
John Bailey, cook, made recor d
breaking time recently on a trip from
Bangor to Cooper Brook Depot-leaving Bangor on the 3.50 train and arriving at Cooper Brook the next morning at 1 o'clock. This is a distance of
over 100 miles and was necessitated by
fire which was raging in that country.
Fire -broke ont Saturd::>.y aftc;noon,
September 3rd, on T ownsh ip A Range
11, Cooper Brook at Yoke Pond Dam
aud burned approximately 200 acres
before same was extinguished by a
crew of 75 men and a nice little rain.
At the same time there was a fire in
the vicinity of Kokadjo which was demanding the attention of the Hollingsworth & Whitney people.
Warren H . Blake, formerly of the
Paymaster Department, has succeeded
Geo. Gunn as clerk of Grant Farm,
who will join his brother, Alex, who
has a contract to do the company's
toting on Chesuncook Lake.
Joe Sheehan has started repairing
his road from Roach Pond to his Depot
at Cooper Brook.
~~~~-o~~~~-

S up t. of Social Service Hill has been
invited to address the Industr ial Section of the Maine Teachers' Convention
to be held in Portland in October.

ROCKWOOD S'l'RIP
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Hilton and family
spent their vacation at Madison.
P. 0. Jacque of Bingham bought
Finnie White's car, although we all
helped him pay for it.
Mr. Martin Alward and Miss Elizabeth Lynch were married by Rev. Geo.
Porier Monday morning, Sept. 5th. Mr.
Alward has been working on Kineo
road repairs and Mrs. Alward has been
at Kineo boarding house.
Mr. Kineo House closed Saturday,
Sept. 10th.
Every one is asking for the movie
man. Has anybody seen him?
Francis White and Kathleen Sargent
have left for Deering, Maine, where
they will attend school.
~~~~-,o~~~~-

Finn ey White's father has been a
visitor to his son at Rockwood. That
Mr. White spent the most of his time
in the garage, among the work constantly going on, proves the old adage,
"Like father, like son." Tlie eaitor had
a delightful chat with Mr. White on
the steamer trip from Greenville to
Kineo on the old days of railroading
on the B. & A.
~~~~-,o~~~-

Mr. Harry Bowe succeeds Ross St.
Germain as superintendent of telephone and took up his duties September first.
-~~~-o~~~~-

J ack Cripps of Chesuncook is very
ill.
More than 75 woodsmen are at
Chesuncook Hotel awaiting for various
operations to begin cutting pulp.
Umbazookskus operation has started
with the following contractors under
Superintendent GI aster: Faulkner &
Grover, Cairnes & Kennedy, John
Erickson, Don Breen, Norman Sturgeon.
Philip Bolduc is clerk of this operationand A. H . Greene his assistant.
~~~~-o---~~-

Mr. M. S. Hill's home address in Bangor has been changed from 93 Fourth
street to 419 Hammond street.
-----01-~~~-

Tw o Irishmen made their boat fast
The
boat broke away during the ·night and
drifted far out to sea.
When Mike
awoke he could see nothing but water.
He shook Pat and said, "Wake up,
quick Pat. We're not here at all."
Pat roused himself and looked out
and replied, "No, begorra ! And we're
a long ways from here."

to a v.:J:rarCand went to sleep.

People .....

NO IRISH THERE
(Two Jews in a street car). First
Jew- "I vill nefer go py Far Rockaway agaen fer de summer. Nothing
but Irish everywhere." •
Second Jew-"lts de same at Saratofa, A.bey it's alive mit Irish. I vish
I could go vere dere was no Irish."
Mrs. Clancy (on the opposite seat)"Y ez can both go to h- ll; y'll find no
Irish there."
----- o~~~~-

A Modern Definition of an Optimist
-A man who carr ies a corkscrew in
his p:icket.

,

I

are like a motor fire-engine charging lhru crowded streets,
laking a chance of killing some one in order lo save half
a minute in gelling lo a false alarm.
~
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